PERFORMANCE GUIDE

WHY GERBER ?
®

OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY AND SERVICE

GET IT ALL

The Gerber®
Advantage

For over 90 years, Gerber Plumbing Fixtures has been recognized as a preferred brand. We make it easy
to do business with us. How? We can start by helping you consolidate your vitreous china and brass
purchases to one manufacturer.
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Gerber manufactures tried and true, high-quality kitchen and bathroom plumbing products.
We earn the trust of trade professionals and homeowners alike who find value in products that
have both style and substance – performing without exception for years to come, all while being
surprisingly affordable.
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Gerber’s comprehensive offering of plumbing solutions is created with the entire experience in
mind, from easy installation to reliable everyday use, and is supported by Gerber’s dedicated
service and industry-leading warranties.
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OUR PROMISES
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Set It and Forget It™
Our products are engineered
to provide years of enduring
performance, trust, and
reliability.

Realize Your Vision
We deliver inspired designs
backed by quality
craftsmanship, no sacrifices
necessary. Count on us to
check all the boxes for needs,
style, and budget.

Expect Uncomplicated
We are dedicated to making
things simple yet impactful
every step of the way, from
product features and design,
installation, support, and
beyond.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT
For consumers and industry professionals needing technical support on product installation,
troubleshooting, or parts-related inquiries, call toll-free:
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)
US: 1-888-648-6466 Canada: 1-800-487-8372
Warranty Information
gerber-us.com/warranties
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TRIED & TRUE TOILETS

INSTALLATION THAT’S EASY
FLUSHING PERFORMANCE THAT’S HARD TO FORGET
Gerber’s Flushing Platform Lineup

Gerber’s Three Cs
Flush Feature

Primary Driver

Benefit

CLEAR

Jet Feed
Glazed Trapway

Consistent and Complete
Removal of Waste

CLEAN

Number of Rim Holes
Sharp Angles

Clean Bowl Post Flush,
Without Brush

CARRY

Total Water Speed
Trapway Design

Waste Carried Far Down Sewer/
Septic Line

How do Gerber® toilets give the confidence of Set-It-and-Forget-It™ dependability? There’s more to a
good ﬂush than you may think; believe it or not, it’s just like a roller coaster. Gerber defines exceptional
performance in three distinct ways: CLEAR (MaP® score), CLEAN (cleanliness of bowl after a single flush),
and CARRY (drain line carry). Gerber has been dedicated to perfecting these three Cs for 90 years to be
able to provide the most CONSISTENT ﬂush available. So whether you’re a plumber, wholesaler, builder,
designer, homeowner, or whatever walk of life, you can be confident when choosing Gerber. Come along for
the ride.

INDUSTRY
STANDARD

GERBER
MINIMUM

PERFORMANCE

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE

Reliable Value –
Ideal for Home Builders

Trusty Workhorse –
Service Plumber Must-Have

Watch the Three Cs in Action

CARRY

CLEAR

Powerful, Premium Performance –
Go-to for Residential & Hospitality

The Ultimate Flushing Machine –
Pressure-Assisted Power House

CLEAN

Quantitative scale based on Gerber performance rating system that weighs
MaP score, bowl cleaning, and drain line carry metrics.

CLEAR

CLEAN

CARRY

GERBER FLUSHING
PLATFORM QUICK
REFERENCE GUIDE
®

Maxwell®

Viper®

The Elite™, powered by the
Avalanche® flushing platform,
has all the same benefits
of an Avalanche toilet, but
features an elevated style,
extra-large footprint, and
concealed trapway!

Avalanche®

Ultra Flush®

Elite™

MaP® Score

800 grams

1,000 grams

1,000 grams

1,200 grams***

1,000 grams

Flush Volumes (gpf)

1.6, 1.28

1.6, 1.28, 1.0, 1.1/0.9****,
0.8****

1.6, 1.28

1.6, 1.28, 1.0****

1.6, 1.28

Fill Valve

Standard

Fluidmaster® 400A

Fluidmaster® 400A

Sloan Flushmate®
(1.6 & 1.28 models)

Fluidmaster® 400A

Dual-Fed Siphon
Jet Size

Medium

Large

Extra Large

Extra Large

Extra Large

Configurations*

RF, EL, ADA EL, B/O

RF, EL, CE, ADA EL, B/O

RF, EL, CE, ADA EL, 1pc, CT

RF, EL, ADA EL, B/O

ADA RF, ADA EL

Rough-in

10”, 12”, 14”, B/O

10”, 12”, 14”, B/O

10”, 12”

10”, 12”, 14”, B/O

10”, 12”

Drain Line Carry

44 feet**

50 feet**

60 feet**

80 feet**

60 feet**

Tool-Free Tank-to-Bowl Assembly Kit on All Toilets
*RF=Round Front; EL=Elongated; ADA EL= Elongated ErgoHeight™; B/O=Back Outlet;
CE=Compact Elongated; 1pc=One-Piece; CT=Concealed Trapway
** Average
*** Gerber internal testing according to ASME standard protocol
**** MaP Premium, 800 grams

This kit features all brass, non-corrosive tank-to-bowl bolts and a double-wing nut connection for maximum
tank sealing and minimal breakage. For added security and safety, two rubber channel pads provide a stable
tank-to-bowl connection. The multi-point, tank-to-bowl mounting system reduces the risk of cracking the
tank when installing. The seal created is ultra reliable as the tank won’t leak if the lower nut loosens overtime.
It also allows the tank to be removed with water in it if needed for painting or wallpapering behind it.
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1

Quick action 3˝ flush valve

2

Dual-fed siphon jet
maximizes speed and
power of flush

3

Large, fully glazed trapway

4

Non-corrosive brass tank
bolts

800 grams MaP® Score
44 feet of Drain Line Carry
5 Year Limited Lifetime Warranty on Vitreous China
RELIABLE VALUE
The Maxwell® toilet is the quintessential dependable, baseline toilet. The construction
coupled with the tank components make for a great working toilet at an even better value.
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Proprietary, large, fully
glazed trapway

2

High waterline in tall,
narrow tank maximizes head
pressure and flush speed
through 3” flush valve

3

Large 54 square inch water
surface keeps bowl clean

4

Time-saving, tall bolt caps
to eliminate the need to trim
bolts during installation

5

Large footprint - ideal for
replacement

6

Reliable Fluidmaster® 400A
fill valve
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1,000 grams MaP® Score*
50 feet of Drain Line Carry
5 Year Limited Lifetime Warranty on Vitreous China
TRUSTY WORKHORSE
Set-It-and-Forget-It™ with Viper®. The tall, narrow-designed tank optimizes flush speed,
and quickly refills using a trusted, industry-best, Fluidmaster® 400A fill valve. Powerful
front rim jets maintain a clean and sanitary bowl with every flush. An exclusive multipoint mounting system and non-corrosive brass tank-to-bowl bolts ensure long-lasting
stability and ease of installation, making Viper the professional’s choice.
* 0.8 gpf model has a MaP Premium score of 800 grams
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1

Extra large footprint, ideal
for replacements; quickly
covers old caulk lines, dirt,
& broken flooring from prior
installations

2

Large, 2” fully glazed
trapway for clog-free waste
removal

3

Adjustable, chemicalresistant Fluidmaster® 3”
flush valve

4

Purposefully built rim holes
& pattern to forcefully angle
water at high speed to
scrub bowl clean

5

Reliable Fluidmaster® 400A
fill valve

4
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1,000 grams MaP® Score
60 feet of Drain Line Carry
10 Year Limited Lifetime Warranty on Vitreous China
POWERFUL, PREMIUM PERFORMANCE
Known as one of the industry’s top toilets, the Gerber® Avalanche® is perfect for new
construction or repair and remodel. Its reliability and performance also stems from its
top-of-the-line components: Fluidmaster® 400A fill valve, 3” flush valve, fully glazed
trapway and dual fed siphon jet, to name a few.
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1

High-powered, pressure-assist
vessel uses compressed air
to drive water through the
bowl and carry waste out
completely

2

Specially designed rim
guides the high-speed water
to remove toilet paper and
thoroughly clean the bowl

3

Large glazed trapway funnels
waste out quickly and
effectively

4

Drain line carry double the
national standard

5

Metal handles & arms that
support high-frequency
usage and an insulated tank
to handle extreme weather
conditions

6

Sloan Flushmate® Pressure
Vessel (1.6, 1.28 gpf)

3

4

1,200 grams MaP® Score*
80 feet of Drain Line Carry
10 Year Limited Lifetime Warranty on Vitreous China
THE ULTIMATE FLUSHING MACHINE
Harness the power of The Ultimate Flushing Machine with an Ultra Flush® pressureassist toilet. Boasting top-of-the-line professional performance, its unique rim provides
complete rinsing coverage with every flush. Most models use a Sloan Flushmate®
pressure vessel which releases compressed air in a downward path and forces water into
the bowl, pushing waste out of the bowl and down the drain line. The Ultra Flush is truly
the pinnacle of porcelain; it exceeds everything-even your expectations.
* Gerber internal testing according to ASME standard protocol

EYE-CATCHING
DESIGN
BACKED BY
KNOCK-OUT
PERFORMANCE

ELITE™. Easy to Clean. Easy on the Eyes.
The Elite™, powered by the Avalanche® flushing platform, two-piece
design features a simple concealed trapway for a sleek look with less
nooks and crannies to clean and all the performance features found in
the Avalanche toilet. The concealed trapway installs like a standard
two-piece toilet and does not interfere with existing supply lines and
angle stop locations.
LARGEST FOOTPRINT
Ideal for replacements to cover
any old residue
LARGEST FULLY
GLAZED TRAPWAY
2”
OUTSTANDING
DRAINLINE CARRY
Up to 60 feet

HIGH MaP® SCORE
1,000 grams
WATERSENSE® CERTIFIED
1.28 gpf model available
INDUSTRY-LEADING
WARRANTY
10 Year Limited Lifetime
Warranty on vitreous china

Who says you have to compromise style for performance? From traditional, to
transitional or contemporary, Gerber® offers high style and unbeatable performance
at an impressive value. All of our decorative toilets operate on our Avalanche®
flushing performance platform.

™

Flushing Technology. So Discreet
You’ll Do a Double Take.
The Gerber® QuietClean™ ﬂush system delivers a quiet
experience and a spotless, sparkling bowl after each
ﬂush. Dual rim jet technology scrubs the bowl from the
top down and allows for maximum cleaning, yet achieves
minimal splash and low noise. QuietClean is featured in our
Lemora® and Hinsdale® toilets.

Superior Wash

Anti-Splash

Low Noise

DECORATIVE TOILETS

Brushed Bronze is a Permanence®
finish and is produced using cuttingedge

Physical

Vapor

Deposition

(“PVD”) technology. The PVD process
molecularly bonds the finish to the
product, creating a finish that is super
resistant to corrosion, tarnish, and
scratches.

Parma® Single Handle
Bathroom Sink Faucet

WE’VE GOT YOUR
BRASS COVERED

With styles and finishes ranging from show-stopping appeal to understated beauty, the
dependable performance of Gerber® toilets you know and trust is carried through to a full
range of kitchen and bathroom faucets, as well as a variety shower solutions.

100% WATER
TESTED IN
THE FACTORY
TO ENSURE
CONSISTENT
QUALITY

KITCHEN
FAUCETS
STYLE & SUBSTANCE

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

+

Super Swivel Hose

Gerber offers a wide range of kitchen products in a variety
of ﬁnishes and styles, all backed by high-quality and reliable
performance.

Gives a greater range
of motion on pulldown kitchen faucets
to effortlessly put the
water right where it’s
needed.

Drip-Free Ceramic Disc Valve
Creates a tight seal to prevent drips and
allows handle to maneuver smoothly with
ease, even in hardwater applications.

FINISHES †

Chrome

Brushed
Bronze

Satin
Black

Pull-Out

Bar & Prep

Dual-Function
Stream/Spray Patterns

Stainless
Steel

Pull-down & pull-out model
sprayheads and single handle
complementary side sprays offer
maximum functionality with a single
steady flow and powerful spray
functions.

Pull-Down

Single Handle

† Finishes vary by product collection and type.

Pre-Rinse

Bridge

Kinzie® Single Handle
Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Pot Fillers

SnapBack® Retraction
System with Grip Lock®
Weight
Exclusive retraction
system uses an adjustable
weight and internal engineering to
smoothly pull the sprayhead into
place. The weight installs with no tools
necessary and allows for customization
of the retraction to fit needs.

Quick Connect
Innovative hose connection that replaces
the traditional style of compression
or threaded connections and reduces
installation time.

Neoperl® Supply Hoses
Known throughout the market
for precision and reliability.
Color-coded, flexible supply
lines provide a fast, easy, and
reliable installation.

+ Features and components vary per product type & model.
Please see product specification sheets and illustrated parts lists for item details.

BATHROOM
FAUCETS

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

+

Laminar Flow
Rather than introducing air into the stream,
Neoperl’s laminar pressure-compensating
aerators deliver a clear, splash-free
column of water. Laminar is more hygienic
as it does not introduce air from the
surrounding environment into the water
stream.

HIGH-END QUALITY AT A PLEASANTLY
SURPRISING VALUE

Drip-Free Ceramic Disc Valve
Creates a tight seal to prevent drips and
allows handle to maneuver smoothly with
ease, even in hardwater applications.
WaterSense® &
ADA Compliant

Patented Touch-Down Drains

Durable Metal
Construction*

Fast and simple in both installation and
operation, Gerber offers drain assembles with
all metal drain body and with options for either
a metal or ABS tailpiece. The proprietary drain
design can drain a sink almost 20% faster than
standard pop-up drains and have no lift rod
to adjust, clean, and consider for clearance at
installation.

FINISHES †

Chrome

Brushed
Bronze

Satin
Black

Brushed
Nickel

WIDESPREAD INSTALLATION FEATURES

Lemora® Single Handle Bathroom Faucet

Features our patented Quick Connect, which comes
standard on Gerber® widespread faucets. The Quick
Connect structure ensures proper alignment and
provides a reliable and easy push connection between
spout and handles.
Gerber widespread faucets feature all-brass
construction with copper inlet and outlet tubes. The
nut is a reversible design that allows a range from thindeck install all the way up to 2” thick.

Single Handle
* On select models.
† Finishes vary by product collection and type.

Centerset

Widespread

Vessel Filler
+ Features vary per product type & model. Please see specification sheets for item details.

SHOWERHEADS
•A
 ir Injection™ technology optimizes
water intensity even at low pressures
•P
 ressure Manifold™ technology ensures
wide coverage and a powerful spray
•D
 ual Valve technology minimizes
water pressure loss as setting changes

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS
ONE-STOP SHOP FOR THE WHOLE SPACE

HANDSHOWERS & KITS
• Single & Multi-Function Options
• Pairs beautifully with all Gerber
collections
• Multi-function models feature Dual
Valve technology, minimizing
potential water pressure loss

FLOOR MOUNT TUB FILLERS
SINKS

•C
 ontemporary, Square, and Traditional
styles

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

•P
 edestal, Undermount, Drop-in, and
Wall-Hung options

•T
 raditional, Transitional, and
Contemporary styles

•C
 omes with a single-function
handshower

•V
 ariety of styles for cohesive room
decor

•A
 vailable in many finishes to
complete a look

•P
 ressure balance cartridge to protect
against scalding

•C
 onfigurations for 4” & 8” Centers
and Single Hole faucets

• Towel bars, towel ring, paper
holder, and robe hooks

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Tub & Shower Trim Kits, Roman Tub
Faucets, Faucet Accessories, Shower
Accessories, Bath Tub Drains, and
Valves

TREYSTA® VALVE
WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
Engineered with the experts in mind,
the Treysta® tub and shower valve is
Gerber’s most innovative valve yet. Powered by
more than 85 years of Gerber performance,
Treysta provides flexibility based on the specific
requirements of each installation. From the intuitive
open and close stops for easy maintenance, to easy
installation and pressure-testing features, Treysta saves
both time and money.

Integral mounting holes for fast, secure
mounting
Quarter turn stops easily open and close
using a flat head screwdriver
Stops secured with durable,
threaded brass nut easily
secured with standard socket

Two attachment
points for thin-wall
installations

Finished wall depth indicators in
1/4” increments for easy depth indexing

G00GS525S

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Plaster guard
features a no-tool
clip design for
fast removal while
providing a secure
hold

Top and side surfaces are flat to simplify
tile cutting and help ensure level
installation

• Revolutionary Vertical Inlets – Treysta’s vertical inlets allow for maximum flexibility in the wall, and can install next to
a stud in PEX applications without requiring re-framing
• Easy Pressure Testing Capability – Treysta features an innovative pressure test cap to make the process of air and
water pressure testing easier to complete
• Easy Installation and Access – With an easy-access mounting system and integrated depth indexing features on the
plaster guard, Treysta is engineered to install smoothly and quickly
• Flexible and Adaptable for Different Environments – Treysta has a solution for “with” and “without” stops, and
accommodates back-to-back installations and reversed hot and cold inlets, as well as IPS / sweat, Crimp PEX and Cold
Expansion PEX
• Secure and Level Mounting – The body of the valve features integrated mounting holes for a firm and secure hold,
and the flat plane of the plaster guard allows it to install level with the wall
• Innovative Common Platform – Treysta uses a common platform of pressure balance cartridge for all configurations,
meaning that a single cartridge fits in all valve bodies

IPS/SWEAT

Stops
Without Stops

COLD EXPANSION PEX

Stops
Without Stops

CRIMP PEX

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

Integrated
Diverter

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

Integrated
Diverter

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

Integrated
Diverter

G00GS505S

-

G00GS555S

G00GS507S

G00GS527S

G00GS557S

G00GS504S

G00GS525S

-

G00GS505

-

-

G00GS507

G00GS527

-

G00GS504

G00GS525

-

IPS/SWEAT

WITH
STUB-OUT

Unique shaped plaster guard
protects body, provides
surface to use level and ease of
tile work

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

G00GS505ST

-

G00GS505T

-

COLD EXPANSION PEX
Integrated
Diverter

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

G00GS507ST
-

G00GS507T

Requires rotation of
retention plate and
plaster guard

CRIMP PEX

Integrated
Diverter

-

Horizontal
Inlets

Vertical
Inlets

Valve body can be
rotated 180 degrees for
top-down installations
with a few simple steps

Integrated
Diverter

G00GS504ST

-

G00GS504T

-

Includes pressure test
cap for air or water
pressure testing
The innovative
test plug can test
mixed pressure,
or isolate an inlet
to test pressure or
for system cross
flow

The Legacy, Lasting Reliability, and Looks that Inspire Confidence.

Make it good with

gerber-us.com
US: 1-888-648-6466 Canada: 1-800-487-8372
© 2021 Gerber Plumbing Fixtures, LLC

